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 , where can i download icsi????? codenothing: is there a generic driver for nvidia? i used to be able to install drivers from
nvidia.com, but now it seems all my resolutuons are off hello people! jasonwryan: did you use the xorg-edgers ppa? Dwarf: I

never use PPAs I've got a problem with my vpn on ubuntu 12.04, is someone who can help me? codenothing: even if i install the
driver from nvidia it doesn't let me select that resolution in display settings anymore codenothing: what do i do, reinstall ubuntu?

!who | romeildo romeildo: As you can see, this is a large channel. If you're speaking to someone in particular, please put their
nickname in what you say (use!tab), or else messages get lost and it becomes confusing :) doremi: i don't think so, it's fine for
nvidia drivers now to just use "nouveau" jasonwryan: ok, i used it, and i was sure that it didn't do it. It has been a month now,

and you still have to use it, sorry. codenothing: okay, thanks. Dwarf: I've noticed a bunch of nvidia issues in Edgers for the past
few weeks. I'm wondering why they're not blocking it... jasonwryan: you're right, i should have said the nouveau ppa

jasonwryan: so you're working, right? Dwarf: I'm working, but if you want me to test you... Dwarf: But I'm using Unity, not sure
that matters jasonwryan: should work, i haven't had any problems with it so far Dwarf: Will X11 be better? my upgrade to 12.10
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